
SMALL -  MEDIUM- LARGE BUBBLE

Heavy-duty strong Bubble 
Protects corners from
scratches 
Perforated every 12".
Slit per request 

ANTI-STAT 
PRODUCT LINE SHEET

BUBBLE PRODUCTS

BUBBLE ROLLS 
The standard bubble cushioning can create static when being
used which can cause damage to motherboards and computer
chips. That is why it is vitally important to choose anti-static
bubble wrap when shipping electronic products

Protect static sensitive products like delicate electronic
components 
Protect your electronic goods against static discharge
during shipment with our best quality anti-static bubble 
Smooth on the inside, and bubble on the outside.

www.internationalcushioning.com

Bubble Cushioning is an air cushioned material that is lightweight, clean and
flexible. It is a cost-effective and reliable protective packaging option that
minimizes damage when packing, shipping or storing goods. 
     Primary Applications 

Include cushioning and wrapping
See-through material so product identification is instant and easy
Flexible to conform around odd shapes for quick, easy wrapping 
Puncture resistance
 Available in varying cell heights 
(1/8" very small, 3/16" small, 5/16" medium and 1/2" large bubble) 
Available in various roll widths and lengths
Multiple performance grades ranging from heavy duty to light duty
Options include anti-static, adhesive, cohesive and recycled content
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ICC offers a wide variety of Bubble Packaging products that meet your needs. 
We produce three different bubble heights:

Small 3/16"
Medium 5/16"
Large 1/2"

We produce standard lengths listed below, we also offer slits and perforated to your
specifications. Custom lengths and retail sizes rolls are also available.

BUBBLE GRADES:

Eco - Our most economic solution, a light weight protection option
Commercial- Medium Strength material suitable for a wide range of products
Pro - Our Strongest product providing  protection for the heaviest applications 
Green - Recycled Grade with at least 25% recycled content

PRODUCT SIZES & OPTIONS

www.internationalcushioning.com

BUBBLE SIZES    

UPON
REQUEST

Laminations
Sheets
Pouches
Colors
Tri-Layer
Private Labeling  
 and more
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ICC Kraft Bubble Mailers offer a lightweight yet durable solution to
keeping a variety of small items safe in the mail while being cost-effective
and practical. With these bubble mailers, you can have more padding
protection for valuables you don't want to bend or break in transit since
they come with bubble cushioning for additional padding. In addition,
books, crafts, and other compact items can fit easily in these mailers, which
are available in a wide range of sizes. Moreover, there's no need to use tape,
making it a dependable, durable, and affordable way to mail your
possessions. 

Unbeatable protection in a convenient, lightweight bag
Non-abrasive, polyethylene air foam cut and sealed to
form a convenient lightweight bag
Made from 1/8" polyethylene foam
Provides great surface protection and cushioning
Ideal for packing dishes, frames, plaques and more

inquire for more details on sizes

KRAFT-MAILERS

Durable white flat poly mailers are ideal 
weather-proof protection for shipping books, crafts,
jewelry, and other semi-fragile items. A large variety if
sizes.

PRODUCT LINE SHEET

MAILERS/ POUCHES
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BUBBLE -  MAILER

FOAM POUCHES

BUBBLE POUCHES

 When moving and in storage, your fragile objects need a
little extra protection. To ensure your most delicate items
receive the protection they deserve, slip them into ICC
bubble pouches for extra safety and cushioning. Tough
enough to protect your valuables, these bubble pouches
safeguard items from breaks. Use them to protect dishes,
picture frames, ornaments, and collectables during
moving and storage.



LAMINATED BUBBLE
PRODUCTS
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Applications and Uses

Laminated bubble wrap is becoming a more popular
packaging solution, increasing productivity with the
efficiency of wrapping components just once instead
of twice to get the protection and cushioning
required.

Available in both regular and anti-static material,
also perforations or cut to size laminate to your
desired foam thickness. 

SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS

Cohesive Bubble 
Adhesive
Films
Paper
Multi Layer
Foam

PRODUCT LINE SHEET
LAMINATED BUBBLE 

ICC offers a wide array of Bubble Laminations to meet your
specific needs. 
 

Laminated bubble wrap is designed to offer better levels of surface
and cushioning protection to your products. Some key features and
benefits are scratch and puncture resistant, high tear strength, with
a cost effective protection. 
An additional product of your choice is laminated onto the bubble
wrap to give you one convenient piece of material. 

Furniture
Automotive
High finished products
Signage
Interleaving and
surface protection
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